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Now in its fourth year, this annual anthology has been praised by 
critics and fans alike as the most reliable and representative selec
tion in paperback of the finest in science fiction each year. Watch 
for this year’s book, to be published in May.

ACE BOOKS, INC.
1120 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036

Donald A. Wollheim, Vice-President in Charge of Editorial 
Terry Carr, Special Projects Editor
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DOWD A. WflHBEIM
an appreciation
Donald A. Wollheim is one of the few 

people in the world of whom it can be said 
that modern science fiction would be entirely 
different if he had not lived.

Just to begin with, he practically in
vented the present structure of fandom. He 
was the primary founder and organizer of the 
first World Science Fiction Convention, for 
example. He was also the founder of the Fan
tasy Amateur Press Association, and later, of 
the Vanguard Amateur Press Association. 
Originally, he wanted to call UAPA the Gothic 
APA, and perhaps we should have gone along 
with him; whatever the reason, VAPA is now 
dead, but FAPA sails gloriously on.

His hospitality to new writers, as an 
editor, goes back a long time, too. He was 
the first man to publish Cyril Kornbluth, and 
if he had never done anything else we would 
still be in his debt; and there are a good 
many other writers still operating who got 
their starts in the pages of Sti rrinq and 
Cosmic.

As is true of any venturesome man, not 
all his inventions, have been entirely happy. 
Perhaps he himself no longer looks back 
fondly on the only science fiction magazine 
ever to have had a comic book bound into it. 
On the other hand, the Avon Fantasy Readers 
may fairly be called among the very first 
ventures in anthology publishing; and it is 
worth noting that today, science fiction 
supports more anthologies per year than any



other field of writing, by a very wide margin.

He has made a notable record, too, in 
anticipating trends in public taste invisible 
to everybody else. The present revival of 
sword-and-sorcery can be attributed quite 
directly to his venture in putting Edgar Rice 
Burroughs into paper-back. And if there is 
any one man after Tolkien himself who can be 
said to be responsible for the Great Tolkien 
Craze, that man is Donald A. Wollheim. It 
ought also to be noted to his credit that Ace 
publishes more science fiction of all kinds 
than any other publishing house -- a fact of 
considerable importance itself. He also made 
it possible to put a great many relatively 
short novels or long novelettes into book 
form by the invention of the Ace Double.

He was the first man to try a series of 
books based on a popular television program -- 
the U.N.C.L.E. series. As a result of their 
success, we now also have Star Trek books, 
Invaders books, Time Tunnel books and even 
Flying Nun books. As a curious by-product, 
we also have a rash of other books with 
acronyms in their titles, which seem to sell 
well even without a popular television show 
to back them up; the visitor to a paperback 
stand these days may sometimes get the im
pression that he has gotten caught in a 
spelling bee, though some of the words being 
spelled are considerably less innocuous than 
UNCLE.

In the meantime, his interest in new 
writers is undimmed; he may some day have as 
good reason to be proud of Chip Delany as he 
can be of C. M. Kornbluth. That he is still 
taking this kind of chance after 20 years is 
characteristic. He has the most important 
(and, unfortunately, one of the rarest) 
qualities for a science fiction editor: he 
is not now and has never been a follower.

James Blish



HAIL TO THE CHIEF! 
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
OUR GUEST OF HONOR 
DONALD A. WOLLHEIM

FROM
PAPERBACK LIBRARY, INC.
Publishers of Don’s “Mike Mars’ series

And praise, too, to our other science-fiction greats: A. E. 
VAN VOGT/L. SPRAGUE DE CAMP/CLIFFORD 
D. SIMAK/MICHAEL MOORCOCK/LIN CAR- 
TER/LESTER DEL REY/ALAN NOURSE/ED- 
MOND HAMILTON/WILLIAM R. BURKETT, 
JR./ERIC FRANK RUSSELL/C. L. MOORE/ 
DOUGLAS R. MASON

’’Coming Soon: fane Gaskell’s “Cija Of Atlantis" Tril
ogy: THE SERPENT/ATLAN / THE CITY
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WELCOME
The Lunarians wish to welcome you again 

to the Lunacon, New York's own regional 
Science Fiction Conference. Once again we 
have combined our excellent science fiction 
program with the Eastercon parties to provide 
a full weekend of activity.

The Lunacon program has been planned for 
your interest and enjoyment, with the kind 
assistance of the many participating speak
ers, and we are sure you will not want to 
miss any part of it. The facilities of the 
Park Sheraton have again enabled us to make 
available the dealers' displays located in 
the Park-Sheraton suite.

This year the Eastercon has been planned 
for the same location, the Park-Sheraton 
suite. Your membership card provides admit
tance to the Lunacon both days and the 
Eastercon, therefore you must retain your 
card and holder for all events.

Committee members (the active members of 
The Lunarians) will be happy to provide you 
with information about the Lunacon or other 
activities in the New York area; they will be 
wearing committee ribbons so that you may 
easily identify them.

We are sure you will enjoy this 11th 
Annual Lunacon. Franklin M. Dietz Jr.



Checklist , 
of

Science fiction
Anthologies

The year 1927 saw the publication of the first science fiction anthology. In the years that followed, 
over two hundred anthologies were published and became an integral portion of science fiction liter iture.

With the publication of A Checklist of Science Fiction Anthologies the need for a comprehensive ref

erence source is fulfilled. The outgrowth of extensive research is evident throughout the 370 pages of the 
Checklist. We have listed almost 230 anthologies representing the writings of 500 authors. We undertook the 

task of tracing the origin of every story anthologized. The results of our labor is exhibited in the Checklist.

Critical reviews of the Checklist:

“...this is a majestic volume, thick and sturdy that will stand for a long time 
among the best bibliographical reference works the- science fiction field has produced... 

future anthologists will have only themselves to blame if they fail to consult it before assembling 
their collections...”

rr^saeMce 
LU FICTION

.it’s the best of its kind — aImost the only one of its kind — and we’ll be using it
over and over again in years to come we know.. ”

NATIONAL REVIEW “...Mr. Cole’s magnum opus has long 
addict, and the mere enjoy er of sf...” 

been awaited by the compleatist, the

analog “...right in front of my shelf of useful SF reference books... here is a complete, 
and completely cross-indexed checklist of science fiction anthologies published in

English between 1927 and

Every collector, librarian and beginner will find the Checklist a valuable reference work and filled with 
data never before available. A Checklist of Science 'Fiction Anthologies has been published in a very 

limited edition and can be obtained at the price of »7.50 per copy direct from the publisher.

editor publisher

ic. r. cole
1171 East Sth St.

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230



NEW YORK SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY
SHE EUNZKIZNS

Lunacon Chairman: 
Ted White Program Advertising: 

Andrew Porter

President: Franklin M. Dietz Jr.

Lunacon Auctioneer: 
Al Schuster

Secretary: Andrew Porter Treasurer: Walter R. Cole

Active Members:

John Boardman Sheila Kamper George Nims Raybin

Perdita Boardman Harriett Kolchak Judi Sephton

Charlie Brown Devra Langsam Elliot Shorter

Marsha Brown Fred Lerner Milion A. Spahn

Sherna Comerford Mike McInerney James V. Taurasi Sr

Ann F. Dietz Joseph Pfeiffer Cindy Van Arnam

Selle C. Dietz Fred Phillips Dave Van Arnam

Barbara Dodge Julius Postal Jake Waldman

Jim Groves Naomi Postal Bob Whalen

Frank R. Prieto Jr. Robin White

RECORD OF PAST LUNACONS

Year Date Guest of Honor Attendance

1957 May 12 — 65

1958 April 13 Frank R. Paul 85

1959 April 12 Lester Del Rey 80

1960 April 10 Ed Emsh 75

1961 April 9 Willy Ley 105

1962 April 29 Frederik Pohl 105

1963 April 21 Judith Merril 115

1965 April 24 Hal Clement 135

1966 April 16.-17 Isaac Asimov 235

1967 April 29.-30 James Blish 275

1968 April 20--21 DONALD A. WOLLHEIM



LUNACON PROGRAM
Saturday 

APRIL 20 4 Sunday
5 APRIL 21

1:30 P.M. Manhattan Skyline Room

% 1:30 P.M. Manhattan Skyline Room
Introduction Chairman: Ted White

The New Science Fiction Package 

Speech: Samuel R. Delany

Editors’ Panel Panelists: S F Editors

Speech

2:30 P.M.

Guest Of Honor

Frederik Pohl

Donald A. Wollheim

3:00 P.M.

Auction Auctioneer: Al Schuster

3:30 P.M.

Auction Auctioneer: Al Schuster

3:30 P.M.

Interview Lester Del Rey $,

4:00 P.M.

Mystery Panel To Be Announced
&

Dialogue

8:00 P.M.

Eastercon Party

Roger Zelazny $

Terry Carr 

Ted White

Park-Sheraton Room

Sponsor: New York FISTFA

Science Fiction 

day in the Park-

Dealers Displays will be open each

-Sheraton Room from Noon to 6 P.M.



best wishes

stellar
By ROGER ZELAZNY, "SAMUEL R. DELANY, 
ALEXEI PANSHIN, TED WHITE & Others - 

And, Beginning In This Issue:
THE CAVES OF KARST by LEE HOFFMAN 

— A Full-length Novel!

A'Schuster&
STtr W e’

37



Come To The 
NYCon 4 In 
Miami Beach.

In
Miami Beach?



DOUBLEDAY’S ALL STAR 
SCIENCE FICTION LINE-UP FOR 1968

Isaac Asimov Lloyd Biggie, Jr.

Chloe Zerwick and Harrison Brown

Keith Laumer Joe Poyer

Brian W. Aldiss Judith Merril

Kenneth Bulmer Samuel R. Delany

Philip K. Dick L. P Davies

Edward L. Ferman Robert Silverberg

Philip Jose Farmer John Brunner

John W. Campbell Kate Wilhelm

Theodore Tyler Keith Roberts

Leon E. Stover and Harry Harrison

Frederik Pohl Ron Goulart

Roger Zelazny

Doubleday publishes more hardcover science fiction 
than anyone else



WORLDS OF

THANK YOU
We’re grateful to all the science-fiction fans 
who gave our publications a clean sweep of 
every professional Hugo Award at the 1967 
World Science Fiction Convention. And 
we’re proud that you’ve selected us for the 
Best Magazine Award for the past two con
secutive years.

We’re even more grateful to the many loyal 
readers who have made it possible for both 
GALAXY and IF to appear monthly from now 
on. That means we can bring you twice as 
many of the best stories being written by the 
best science-fiction writers of all time.

...AND COME AGAIN
To earn your continued support, we’re de- 

t termined to make GALAXY and IF even
better in the future.



—the raw, brutal drive that keeps us turning out the kind of 
science fiction that we do, regardless of the judgment of the 
Ego and the warnings of the Superegoboo — untrammelled 
surfers of the New Wave, the Old Wave, the Permanent Wave 
. . . with authors like Doc Smith and Harlan Ellison (that 
whole crowd), George O. Smith and Theodore Sturgeon, 
Cordwainer Smith and Sprague de Camp. Like it or not, 
where else can you find a list like that?
OUR LATEST—the one all (local) fandom has been waiting 
. . . waiting . . . waiting for:

THE SAYINGS OF CHAIRMAN TED (& Friend); or,

SIDESLIP*

*Long awaited under the title “When in Rome,” but a funny thing happened on 
the way to the printer. . . .

PYRAMID BOOKS • 444 MADISON AVE. • N.Y., N.Y. 10022



THE OF

consistently publishing the 
best names in the field

ALDISS 
ANDERSON 
ASIMOV 
BALLARD 
BLOCH 
BRETNOR 
BRUNNER 
DE CAMP 
DELANY 
DAVIDSON

GOULART 
LAUMER 
LEIBER 
MERRIL 
NIVEN 
SHECKLEY 
SILVERBERG 
VANCE 
WILHELM 
ZELAZNY

sends best wishes to 
DONALD A. WOLLHEIM, 
Lunacon Guest of Honor



FROM &AVON THE NEW LEADER IN PAPERBACKS

There are now a half-million 
copies in print of the 4 books of

TROS OF SAMOTHRAGE

60C

TAbBOT MUNDYs epic adventure fantasy featuring the swashbuckling warrior
dreamer Tros, son of Perseus, Prince of Samothrace, is electrifying thousands of 
new readers in its first appearance in paperback!
■ And look for these talbot mundy adventures—om: the secret of ahbor 
VALLEY, JIMGRIM, THE DEVIL’S GUARD, and, COming soon—THE NINE UNKNOWN.
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asfr
Australian Science Fiction 
Review; ASFR; however you 
say it, it's the most dy
namic amateur publication 
around today. If you're 
looking for serious dis
cussion of modern science 
fiction, then you owe it 
to yourself to subscribe 
to Australian Science Fic
tion Review.

What is ASFR all about? 
Well, it has articles on 
sf in Germany, Italy, Ar
gentina, and the rest of 
the world, including Eng
land (and that naturally 
includes some lively dis
cussion of the New Wave), 
and the United States.

John Bangsund, editor
publisher of ASFR, knows 
how to turn on the pro
fessional sf community; 
the letter column shows 
it! So, ASFR features 
letters from such writers 
as Brian Aldiss, Samuel 
R. Delany, Lin Carter and 
John Brunner. Are you in
terested in Cordwainer 
Smith, Harlan Ellison, the 
critical writings of Damon 
Knight? All these appear 
in the pages of ASFR. Plus 
long reviews, articles by 
James Blish, John Foyster, 
and other writers.

To subscribe, send $2.40 
to Andrew Porter, 24E82, 
NY 10028, or write for 
more information to John 
Bangsund, Box 19, Fern
tree Gully, Victoria 3156, 
Australia.





^AUTOGRAPHS

*05 ,

Congratulations
and Best Wishes to Don 

from Ethel Lindsay

S.F.Weekly
SFWeekly features informative, weekly issues that kaep you 
up-to-date on fannish and professional news, current books, 
magazines and paperbacks. You'll discover what's happening 
on the local, national, and international science fiction 
scenes through the issues of SFWeekly, delivered by first 
class mail each week. Explore the worlds of publishing, of 
fandom, of fannish parties, conferences, conventions and 
meetings; radio, TV, films and the other arts. Reviews of 
the latest fanzines will open up the world of fandom to 
you.
In addition SFWeekly offers you the occasional issues of 
the SFCritic, featuring reviews of the latest books, and 
First Draft, a sometimes amusing, often thought-provoking 
rider, free with your subscription.
SFWeekly is available at the rate of 12/$1 or 25/$2 from A. 
Porter, 24 East 82 Street, New York 10028.
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